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Abstract: Industrial Zone industrial activity center is equipped with facilities and infrastructure are developed and managed by the company's industrial area. The existence of industrial development in various sectors will encourage economic activity. The economic impact brought by an industrial location somewhere revealed among other things in the form of increased production, income and reduction of unemployment. The direct effect of this impact is generally felt by people around the industrial site and then extends to the area and possibly even to the national level. The problem of this research is how the industrial area have an impact on economic activity of society, how the economic outlook of Islam on the impact of industry on the activity perekonomian kawasan. The purpose of this study is to identify and explain the impact of the industrial area of the activity of public economy and how the economic outlook of Islam on the impact of the industrial area of the activity of the economy. This study classified into field research (field research), primary data obtained from interviews and observations, while the secondary data from the documentation. The sampling method using the formula solver. In this study, researchers use the qualitative method, qualitative analysis was used to analyze the impact of the industrial area of the activity of the community’s economy, with 97 respondents from a population of 3,259 people in the village Lematang. Based on the results of their research industrial area a positive impact on the economic activity of society, namely the creation of jobs, reduction of
unemployment, increased revenue and public expenditure, and increased production of society, while in others there are negative impacts of environmental pollution and diminishing agricultural land. Economic activity in the community has implemented properly Islamic economy by implementing the principles of fairness, cleanliness, simplicity, generosity and morality and the public to implement the obligation to pay zakat. and increased production of society, while in others there are negative impacts of environmental pollution and diminishing agricultural land. Economic activity in the community has implemented properly Islamic economy by implementing the principles of fairness, cleanliness, simplicity, generosity and morality and the public to implement the obligation to pay zakat.
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Introduction

Industrial estates in Indonesia sense to refer to the decision of the President (Presidential Decree) No. 41 of 1996. According to the decree, which referred to the industrial area is the area of industrial activity center which is equipped with supporting infrastructure, developed and managed by the Company of Industrial Estate which has had a business license industrial area. Manage by Industrial Zone Company which has had a business license industrial area. One of the goals of their industrial development was among others, to expand employment, supporting equitable development, increase the income and welfare of the community so that imbalances between regions can be minimized, and creating an area that is independent that can help the economy of the State and also the construction industry is expected to foster economic growth and national development, and to accelerate the creation of a prosperous welfare society, fair and equitable.

The process of industrialization and industrial development is in fact a one-track activity to improve the welfare of the people in two senses at once, the more advanced levels of life and living standard of quality. Or in other words, the construction industry itself is a function of the ultimate goal of social welfare, not an independent activity that is merely oriented physical needs belaka.8 existence of the industry is also often associated with the role of industry as a sector leader (leading sector), namely industrial development can spur development and lift the other sectors such as the sector will support the industry growth rate, thus causing the expansion of employment opportunities which in turn will increase revenue and public demand (purchasing power parity).

The condition indicates that the economy is growing and healthy. Besides the construction industry can also improve the quality of human resources with the ability to use resources optimally. This means that industrial development is also considered as an effort to increase the productivity of human labor accompanied by efforts to expand the scope of human activity. The existence of industrial development in various sectors will encourage economic activity. The economic activities are all activities that aim to change things to be different from the start, the
activity can also be referred to as a movement, so economic activity is all the changes or movement that aims to produce something related to income or money.

Economic activity can also be done for example by buying and selling, marketing a product or provide a service. From the data the economic situation the authors noticed that the activity or economic activity is still dominated by workers and farmers, which means there is still a lack of influence of the industrial park to the economic activity of society as well as the results of pre-research on the author a lot of young people are unemployed and only do not without any clear benefit, and this makes me as a writer interested to investigate how industrial area can affect the activity of the economy. As well as for companies in the region could trigger have and be a pioneer (contribution) positive changes to the economic activity of society.

Theory

Industrial Zone is the region where industrial activity center is equipped with facilities and infrastructure are developed and managed by the company's industrial area. Industrial area in this definition is the venue for industrial activities developed and managed by an industrial area that has had a business license industrial area. According to the National Industrial Zoning Committee's (USA) in 1967, is an industrial area or Industrial Estate is often called the Industrial Park is an industrial area on the ground is quite wide, which is administratively controlled by a person or an institution that is suitable for industrial activities, because of its location, topography, proper zoning, availability of all infrastructure (utilities), and accessibility of transport. According to the Handbook of Industrial Development ULI (The Urban Land Institute), Washington DC (1975).

Industrial Area Development Goals The development objective explicitly industrial area can be listened to in the decision of the President of these No. 41 of 1996 on industrial estates in Article 2 which states area construction industry aims to: a. Accelerate the industrial
growth in the area b. To provide convenience for industrial activity c. Encouraging the industry's activities located in an industrial area d. Increase efforts to environmentally sustainable industrial development, while, according to the Regional Coordination Team for Industrial Affairs, the main purpose of the construction and operation of industrial zones (industrial estate) is to provide facilities for the industrial sector investors to acquire industrial land in the conduct of industrial development. Impact Industrial Estate Industry Including agro-industry, is one of the sectors that have an important role in the development of a region and increase incomes. Economic development, among others through the industry in a country in the long-term period will bring a fundamental change in the economic structure of the country and its people, which is a change from the traditional economy which put emphasis on the agricultural sector into the modern economy that is dominated by the industry sectors of life as a creature of social in the middle changes and challenges that always arise in turns.

The positive effects or benefits that may be taken by the construction industry, among others: Increase the income of the population, which will increase prosperity. Produce various items required public, enlarge uses raw materials, so more and more raw materials are processed in the industry itself, the greater the benefits, expand jobs for residents, reduce Indonesia's dependence on foreign parties, industrial plantations can provide additional results for farmers, it stimulates people to increase industry knowledge, expanding human economic activity, so it is not while only depend on the natural environment.

The positive effects or benefits that may be taken by the construction industry, among others: Increase the income of the population, which will increase prosperity, produce various items required public, enlarge uses raw materials, so more and more raw materials are processed in the industry itself, the greater the benefits, expand jobs for residents, reduce Indonesia's dependence on foreign parties, industrial plantations can provide additional results for farmers, it stimulates people to increase industry knowledge, expanding human economic activity, so it is not while only depend on the natural environment.
economic activity, so it is not semta-only depend on the natural environment.

The presence of Islamic Economic outlook Against Industrial Zone of Economic Activity Community industrial area is the region where industrial activity center is equipped with facilities and infrastructure are developed and managed by the company's industrial area. Industry is highly recommended in Islam, because the industry is a manifestation of the hard work that is highly recommended by Islam. As stated in the word of Allah in Surah At-Taubah:

105.

(And say: "Work ye, then Allah and His messenger and the believers will see the work, and you will be returned to God who will know the unseen and the real, and preached unto you what you have do)."

Fourteen centuries ago, Prophet had emphasized that most of human grace of Allah Almighty would earn by working. And reality in modern times further justify the teaching. Hard workers who will receive the lion's share of grace and prosperity. While the idlers must be willing to accept only a very little part of the Mercy of Allah. 73 Industry is one manifestation of the hard work. And the industry is the economic branch of the level of productivity growth faster than the growth rate of the overall productivity of the economy. Then its role in creating 74 responsibility to God.

The advantage was not the only advantage that in pursuing worldly, but gains worldly and hereafter. The existence of the industrial area would affect the economic activity surrounding community, in terms of its consumption and production. In Islam regulate how people can engage in activities that bring human consumption is useful for the benefit of his life. In activities of private consumption has been very conscious of the importance of hygiene, halalness of what they consume and their production. People are very aware of the importance of health that is derived from what they consume, and for the merchants they're doing very aware that when they produce a good-assured it would be advantageous for them because when consumers believe what they
produce is good, then it will add to the customer (income) of production. This is in accordance with the principle of consumption in Islam that is justice, cleanliness, simplicity, generosity and morality, the principle applies also the case in the production activities.

Allah also says in Surah Al-Baqarah 168: simplicity, generosity and morality, the principle applies also the case in the production activities. Allah also says in Surah Al-Baqarah 168: simplicity, generosity and morality, the principle applies also the case in the production activities. Allah also says in Surah Al-Baqarah 168:)

\(75\) \(75\) \(75\) \(75\) means: "O mankind, eat of the lawful and good of what is in the earth and do not follow the steps of Satan, for surely the devil is a clear enemy".

Based on this verse can be understood that in order to perform activities of consumption is an activity to take advantage of a product to meet the needs, in addition to the substance of the object is something that is lawful but also to obtain such goods is also a way that is lawful, in the sense that the money used to buy goods were obtained in a manner that is lawful, because the goods obtained from illicit proceeds will not bring blessings and kindness to those who consume. In addition, consumption restrictions in Islam is not just taking care of halal haram, but also good, fit, clean, not disgusting, prohibition-megahanisraf exult. Similarly, consumption restrictions in the law applies not only to food and drink. However, include other kinds of commodities.

The community is already implementing it into their daily life, such as his case issued zakat. Conscious society in economic activity not only pursued material gains, but also his moral responsibility not only to humans, the more weight is liable to Allah SWT. The advantage was not the only advantage in the chase but mundane worldly gains and hereafter. On the other hand a negative impact experienced by the people, namely pollution and diminishing agricultural land.

Environmental contamination that occurred because of the activities of the company such as rubber, shrimp and crabs, as well as animal feed is causing the inhaled air is not pleasant, but this was
understandable because it is a risk that must be faced and fragrant foul is also just inhaled the settlement residents sometimes only. Reduced his own agricultural land caused because people prefer to work in the company or open a business. Within Islam for something that is not detrimental to the parties concerned in terms of the community it here it is allowed. but this was understandable because it is a risk that must be faced and not pleasant fragrance is also just inhaled the settlement residents occasionally. Reduced his own agricultural land caused because people prefer to work in the company or open a business. Within Islam for something that is not detrimental to the parties concerned in terms of the community it here it is allowed. but this was understandable because it is a risk that must be faced and not pleasant fragrance is also just inhaled the settlement residents occasionally. Reduced his own agricultural land caused because people prefer to work in the company or open a business. Within Islam for something that is not detrimental to the parties concerned in terms of the community it here it is allowed.

Types of Research In this study, the type of research is a field research (field research) is a field research conducted in the arena of life actually. field research or field research is carried out research activities in certain public environments, either in institutions or organizations community and government agencies, in terms of its research on the author here is the environment of the village community Lematang. Judging from its study the nature of this research is descriptive qualitative. Qualitative research data source is a view that the form of words spoken or written that examined researchers, and objects were observed to detail that can be captured its meaning is implied in the document or object.

Results and Discussion

Impact of Industrial Area Village Society for Economic Activity Against Lematang The existence of an industrial area in the village of Lematang emerged since the 95's, and began bustling industrial establishment that since the 99's and above. The existence of an
industrial area in the village of Lematang, began bustling named after its stand PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia, Pure PT. Cahaya Indo Lampung, PT. Indokom Samudra Persada, Indonesia Botling PT. Coca Cola and others, although the address of the company is not included Lematang village but the distance is so is adjacent to the village Lematang which ranges from 20-40 meters, so the impact is felt deeply by the villagers of Lematang, it triggers the establishment of other companies such as PT. Waskita Guna Corp., PT. Ruberindo Primary, PT. Bumi Internusa Tower, and PT. Hasan Djaidiguna whose address included into the Village Lematang making economic activity increasingly stretched.

Indicators of economic progress in the region can be seen from several things, including the amount of economic activity. Economic activity appears because of the large demand for both goods and services around the region. Construction of industrial plants that demand for food, clothing and shelter increased. The employment in the industrial area not only from the area around the factory or village Lematang only. But much of it comes from outside the region. The need for housing has increased, public houses which still have empty land was eventually turned into a boarding house, lodging house. Villagers seize the opportunity of the excess demand for dwellings. Land around the houses still spacious enough was converted into a boarding house, and can be an additional income family income. In the past also there is no housing, with its many industrial quantities in the village Lematang also attract investors to build housing in the village Lematang. With its multitude of the economic activity in the village Lematang unemployment was reduced, but on average the majority of people a lot of work is as a laborer. Nevertheless there are still many young people who are unemployed due to lack of skills and formal education does not meet the standards. There are also companies that are reluctant and consider recruiting employees from the village Lematang because rate factor. Lematang majority tribal villagers are lahat (Sumatra), known unruly and stubborn this makes companies reluctant to accept its employees origins of the village Lematang. There is also a negative impact felt by the surrounding community that its reduced environmental pollution and agricultural land. The pollution resulting from its activities, such as
rubber, as well as animal feed that cause bad air that is inhaled. And passing by heavy vehicles also cause air pollution. Reduced his own agricultural land caused because people prefer to work in the company or open a business. Here presented data on the increase in the economic activity of society due to the industrial area in the village of the district of Tanjung Bintang Lematang.

The presence of Islamic Economic outlook Industrial Zone of Economic Activity Against Society The industrial area is the area of industrial activity center is equipped with facilities and infrastructure are developed and managed by the company's industrial area. Industry is highly recommended in Islam, because the industry is a manifestation of the hard work that is highly recommended by Islam. As stated in the word of Allah in Surah At-Taubah:

\begin{quote}
(And say: "Work ye, then Allah and His messenger and the believers will see the work, and you will be returned to God who will know the unseen and the real, and preached unto you what you have do).
\end{quote}

Fourteen centuries ago, Prophet had emphasized that most of human grace of Allah Almighty would earn by working. And reality in modern times further justify the teaching. Hard workers who will receive the lion's share of grace and prosperity. While the idlers must be willing to accept only a very little part of the Mercy of Allah.

Industry is one manifestation of the hard work. And the industry is the economic branch of the level of productivity growth faster than the growth rate of the overall productivity of the economy. Then its role in creating the national production and creating employment is greater than the overall role of the economic branch. Industry business is one form of work is highly respected in Islam. However, in industrialized, a Muslim must fulfill the rules of Islam, in order not to deviate from the goal of Islam. Five principles of a Muslim in economic activities, namely: uluhiyyah monotheism, monotheism rububiyah, istikhlaaf, tazkiyatul nafs and al-Falah.
In implementation, the companies in the industrial area should be prohibitions God in all forms of worship either Zahir and emotionally, prohibitions God in the events that can only be done by God, and God was the one who set up and change their circumstances, possessions there in humans are usually called ours is essentially a surrogate of God, and purify strengthen developing soul potential matches are essentially (nature), namely the potential of Islamic faith and charity to God, as well as the purpose of life is not only to prosper in this world but in the hereafter also, In the industrial field as well. Not only the material advantage in the chase. And also his moral responsibility not only to humans, but the more severe is the responsibility to God. The advantage was not the only advantage that in pursuing worldly, but gains worldly and hereafter.

The existence of the industrial area would affect the economic activity surrounding community, in terms of its consumption and production. In Islam regulate how people can engage in activities that bring human consumption is useful for the benefit of his life. In activities of private consumption has been very conscious of the importance of hygiene, halalness of what they consume and their production. People are very aware of the importance of health that is derived from what they consume, and to the merchants they're doing very aware that when they produce a good-assured it would be advantageous for them because when consumers believe what they produce is good, it will add to the customer (income) of production.

This is in accordance with the principle of consumption in Islam that is justice, cleanliness, simplicity, generosity and morality, the principle applies also the case in the community production activities were already implementing it into their daily life, such as his case issued zakat. Because conscious society in economic activity not only pursued material gains, but also his moral responsibility not only to humans, the more weight is liable to Allah SWT. The advantage was not the only advantage in the chase but mundane worldly gain and other side ukhrawi be negative impacts experienced by society that the environmental pollution and diminishing agricultural land. Environmental contamination that occurred because of the activities of the company.
such as rubber, shrimp and crabs, as well as animal feed is causing the inhaled air is not pleasant, but this was understandable because it is a risk that must be faced and fragrant foul is also just inhaled the settlement residents sometimes only. Reduced his own agricultural land caused because people prefer to work in the company or open a business.

Within Islam for something that is not detrimental to the parties concerned in terms of the community it here it is allowed. but this was understandable because it is a risk that must be faced and not pleasant fragrance is also just inhaled residents occasionally. Reduced his own agricultural land caused because people prefer to work in the company or open a business. Within Islam for something that is not detrimental to the parties concerned in terms of the community it here it is allowed. but this was understandable because it is a risk that must be faced and not pleasant fragrance is also just inhaled the settlement residents occasionally. Reduced his own agricultural land caused because people prefer to work in the company or open a business. Within Islam for something that is not detrimental to the parties concerned in terms of the community it here it is allowed.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions from the study The Impact Analysis of Economic Activity Against Industrial Estate Economic Perspectives Islamic Society are as follows: 1. The industrial area has an impact on activity in the village economies Lematang views of economic activity is increasingly stretched. The positive impacts felt by the public include job creation, reduction of unemployment and the increase in production and incomes. While in others there are negative impacts of environmental pollution, and diminishing agricultural land. 2. Activities undertaken economy caused their society industrial estates are in accordance with Islamic economics. As his case of consumption and production, the economic activity of society is in conformity with the principle of consumption in Islam that is justice, cleanliness, simplicity, generosity and morality, the principle applies also the case in the production activities. The community aware of the obligation to pay
zakat, the community is aware of the delicate balance of life in this world and hereafter.

Suggestions. 1. Based on the research, the advice that can be given is to the community, especially researchers, for more attention to formal education and skill levels. The advantage with the kawsan industry should be exploited thoroughly by the community and should be able to read the opportunities well, with many companies that were around the village of Lematang should society no longer worry about the job opportunities that exist live longer how to get a good job and a decent ie with formal education are higher as taking college, because of the research majority of people there is only work as laborers. Formal education with higher expected that people can work as an employee in a better position.

2. Community is expected to change the view of the (company) against villagers Lematang known stubborn and unruly, by lowering the ego. For those who already work in the company's good a good attitude in order to reflect the company's view of the rural population Lematang to change and is expected to provide a good track record of working. 3. Further research is expected to provide an explanation and discussion of the more than two variables (health, economic, educational, social and cultural 79). In order to add more knowledge to the reader about the influence of the industrial park. For those who already work in the company's good a good attitude in order to reflect the company's view of the rural population Lematang to change and is expected to provide a good track record of working.

3. Further research is expected to provide an explanation and discussion of the more than two variables (health, economic, educational, social and cultural 79). In order to add more knowledge to the reader about the influence of the industrial park. For those who already work in the company's good a good attitude in order to reflect the company's view of the rural population Lematang to change and is expected to provide a good track record of working. 4. Further research is expected to provide an explanation and discussion of the more than two variables (health, economic, educational, social and cultural 79). In
order to add more knowledge to the reader about the influence of the industrial park.
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